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that was mitchell's second problem, then. the rapid proliferation of images
in the media, the large and growing numbers of people who were publishing
or selling their images, and the new forms of artificial and human
reproduction were making his job of cataloguing images so difficult that he
felt he had to retrench. the new software, too, was rapidly undermining the
field of academic work by making it easier for anyone to insert or alter
almost any image, no matter how minor or insignificant, and make it
instantly available to any site or media. his book would soon be able to
include the sequence of events in mitchell's own life as they appeared in the
media, providing a kind of accidental iconography, all of it selected and
arranged by mitchell himself. and finally, the availability of cheap
computing power would soon allow him to include his own images in the
book, making them the very images of the images that he was describing.
these three developments were to be devastating for the traditional
academic fields, but they were liberating as well for a scholar who used and
loved images, and had been forced to hide his love for them out of fear of
being branded an image fetishist. the computer would allow him to become
a full-time image collector and historian, without the loss of any of his other
interests, jobs, or social roles. w was not as optimistic. he knew that the
image of the dinosaur was increasingly being replaced in the public
imagination by the image of the dinosaur fossil, but he had no idea how
extensive or even how destructive this process might be. the change in the
public image of the living dinosaur, he thought, was far more radical, since
it also implied a change in the ontology of the fossil itself. no longer a fossil
of a living being, it had become a fossil of a dead one. a skeleton, a corpse,
a kind of corpse. the new science of palaeontology, which mitchell had
studied as a graduate student, was rapidly replacing the old study of
anatomy and physiology, which had still been taught at yale and other
universities. now, the fossils were being studied not just as specimens of
anatomy, but also as specimens of life. w had had a much harder time of it,
being a historian, than a paleontologist, when the sciences of anatomy and
paleontology had collided in the field of paleobiology. although w had
managed to find a few sources on the interplay between the two, including
a few scattered chapters on the scientific study of the dinosaur in some
prominent works on paleontology, the field remained opaque and
disorganized, and it was not surprising to see that the new interest in the
dinosaur had received little attention in the small and specialized literature
of the last few years. he knew that mitchell was writing a book on the
impact of the science of paleontology on the idea of the dinosaur as a living
being. he did not know whether mitchell would survive long enough to finish
it, let alone how it would be received. he hoped, of course, that mitchell
would survive, and that the book would be published, but he knew that the
past, in the form of w, would always have a life of its own, even if mitchell
was dead.
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in 1995, w had published a book, the image of the body: cranial modernity
in the gothic revival, which was also widely discussed in these journals. he
had been a professor for more than thirty years, and he had taught at the

university of california at san diego, the university of chicago, the city
university of new york, and johns hopkins. he had written more than sixty

scholarly articles, and had edited the journal of aesthetic research. he was,
in short, a scholar, and w had hoped that mitchell would be more of a
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scholar than blake. instead mitchell felt he had a mandate to be a
popularizer of art theory, and that his formula was going to be: images are
neither material nor immaterial. it was probably no accident that mitchell

chose to publish his second book in the same year as rorty's consequences
of pragmatism. for mitchell, who had never been a democrat, the left-wing
politics of the new pragmatists seemed to be an adequate antidote to the

utopianism of the romantic artists. w saw this as a strange and most
unfortunate confluence of events, because it gave mitchell the impression
that his own politics and his own activities were somehow at odds with his
own thinking. this was probably one of the reasons that his friends, who

were mostly on the left, were most critical of his political excesses. mitchell
had been writing long before the general public ever heard of such a thing
as theory, but of course he was always conscious of the difference. now he
was trying to write a book about images that would be as readable as the
image of the body, that would be as accessible to the general public as
picture theory, and that would be as widely discussed and discussed as

iconology. w could see why mitchell had latched on to that formula, for it
seemed to make the most sense of his idiosyncratic methods and his

unorthodox subject matter. but it also seemed to make him less than an
academic, more of a popularizer, more of a journalist, more of a pop

psychologist, more of a pop sociologist. it seemed to make him nothing at
all, and w felt no particular need to admire it. 5ec8ef588b
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